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THE EFFECT AT M = 1.7 OF REMOVING SWEPT ENDWALLS FROM A

WEDGE COMPRESSION INTAKE

by

M. M. Shaw

SUMMARY

Mean pressure recovery, distortion and the extent of stable subcritical

flow have been measured at zero a.nctdence on a fuselage side intake having a

wedge compression surface. The intake was separated from the fuselage by a

boundary layer diverter, and had a bleed on the compression surface just

inside the entry plane. It was tested with and without bleed having top

and bottom swept endwalls on, top endwalls on, and both endwalls off.

Detailed measurements of duct total pressure were made at 1.8 times the

capture height downstream of the inlet plane for all ccnf'Lgur'ata.ons ,

Removal of the endwalls leads to an increase in the uniformity of

pressure distribution and to an increase in the range of stable subcritical

flow.

* Replaces R.A.E. Technical Report 68078 - A.R.C. 30569
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1 INTRODUCTION
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•

Aircraf't intakes for oper-atuon at Mach numbers above about 1 .4 are

nor~ally cf the multiple shock type. That is tc say they normally have one or

more surfaces inclineQ at an angle to the main stream which compress the air in

SUCCCSSlve stages. These surfaces can elther be axl-symmetric (conical or

half-conlcal) or two-Qimensional (weQges).

The QeSCrlptlon "two-Qimenslonal" lS not qUlte accurate, Slnce the ratio

of intake wiQth to helght lS such that their behaviour can be qUlte sensltive

to the end condltions. Unpubllshed work by Goldsmlth demonstrates that a

1~'r of 3.% In pressure recovery and 10% In critlcal mass flow lS lncurred by

l' 1VLne the swept endwalls from a wedge compression surface at M = 2.5.

The work Qescrlbed in the present paper lnvestigates the effect of

r'emova.ng endwalls at a somewhat lower Mach number (ML = 1.7). It was suepectcd

that at zero lncldence the performance penaltles might be lower, or even non

eXlstent, thus enabling the Qeslgner to use other crlterla to Qetermlne whether

or not swept endwalls should be prOVlQeQ.

The results of the experlffiert snow that pressure recovery lS virtually

unchanged by removal of the endwa.ILs , They show that the total pressure

distribution in the duct becomes more uniform, and that the range of stable

sub-crltlcal flow is sllghtly increased. There lS a small spillage cf 2% of

tne critlcal mass flow.

Work on other aspects of thls type of intake, for example the effects of

lncldence, and the magnltude of spillage drag, is being continued on a more

auat ab Le model.

2 MODEL AND TEST DETAILS

The aircraft on wr~ch the intake lS mounteQ was representeQ externally

to a short dlstance downstream cf the plane of entry, and internally up to the

engine face. The mOQe~ was held In the vQnd-tunnel by means of a stlng

'nounted assembly which incorporateQ flow measurlng and controlling equipment.

Flg.1 shows a photograph of the mcdel and Flg.2 the d.uct shape. The 10°

ved.ge compr-es s.i.on surface was separateQ from the fuselage by a boundary layer

diverter of 360 included angle, and a bleeQ was provided on the compresslon
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surf'ace just inside the entry plane. The fuselage shape was da.stor-ted behind

the canopy to give room for the throat bleed ducts above the main intake

duct. Flgs.2 and 3 show the intake and duct geometry. The main duct was

relatively short, hlghly curved, and had a slow rate of diffuslon. There was

some obstruction to the ends of the boundary layer bleed slot caused by the

encroachment of the diverter alr passsages.

A pitot rake of twenty three tubes was placed in the starboard duct at

a distance of 1.8 tlmes the capture height behlnd the entry plane. Fig.4

gives details of the duct cross section at thls rake station, and the positlons

of the pitots relatlve to the duct walls.

2.2 Flow measurement and control unit

A general arrangement of the stlng and the measuring cell is glven in

Fig.5. The sting carried the main mass flow control and measuring unJ.t which

in turn carried the bleed mass flow control and measuring unit. The model was

placed in front of these unltS. Englne face pressure recovery was measured by

a rotatable cruciform rake of twenty four pitot tubes. For most of the test

this rake was placed at 15 0 to the plane of symmetry, but a small number of

measurements was made in which the rake was moved 15 0 at a tlme to give a

detalled survey of 144 pOlnts over the engme face. Four wall statics were

placed one diameter downstream of the engine face pitots, and four more one

and a half daamet.er-e further downstream, half way to the exit.

Tne bleed flow control and measuring unit operated on the port and star

board ducts simultaneously. Each duct contained three pitot tubes and four

wall statios at the same longitudinal station.

2.3 Reduction of data

The engine mass flow was calculated by the "choked exit method" in which

the geometrical exit area is assumed tc be the area at whlch the local Mach

number is unity, and the total pressure just upstream of the exit is

calculated from the ratio of the duct area to the eXlt area in combinatlon

wlth the measured statlc pressure, as given by the equatlons below

078

ADO - ~
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where = ,

the suffix v

measured, Aen

relates to the constant area duct in which static pressure is

denotes the lntake entry area, and P
T

the free stream total
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pressure. The discharge coefflclent at the exit was assumed to be unity

throughout.

The choked eXlt method did not give plausible results when it was

applied to the calculation of bleed flow, so the mass flow through the bleed

ducts was calculated from the area of the duct and the Mach number in it

obtained by Pltot and statlc readings.

~e
Aen

•

( AA*\ d J.'s ofwhere the suffix d refers to the bleed measuring statJ.on. )

course a known functlon of the measured Mach number there.

AJl the total pressure tubes were placed to govern equal areas so that

the calculations of area welghted pressure recovery reduce to the calcula-
n

tion of the arithmetic mean.

2>i
Area weighted mean pressure

PA PR 1 where P.recovery or- =PT PT n PT l

are the lndividual pitots either at the engine face or In the intake duct.

The mass flow welghted mean pressure recovery uses the mean statlc

pressure one diameter downstream of the compressor face in combination with

the lndividual pJ.tots to work at local mass flows, and the expression to

calculate PM is glven below:-

LP~ (f)i
=

2/ i (~*)i

2.4 Test conditions

The model was tested in the 3ft x 3ft wind-tunnel at R.A.E. Bedford

during February 1966. The Reynolds number based on capture hea glrt (Fig.2)
6was 0.21 x 10 •

Inltial tests showed that the boundary layer was separatlng from the

side of the body Just in front of the lntakes, and it was necessary before

proceeding with the main series to prevent thls. It was done by removing

material from the nose at ltS wldest point until observatlon of the flow in

the schlleren beam showed the desired result. The schlleren photographs
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(e.g. Flg.6c) show that most of the boundary layer was going underneath the

10 0 compression surface after this process had been completed.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Pressure recovery, distortion and stable sub-critical range

Endwalls on, no bleed

Flg.6a gives the area weighted and mass flow welghted mean pressure

•

. PA
r'ec over-aes p

T
and the distortion parameter

v - V .max mlll

Vmean
plotted

that the assumption of constant dis-

agalnst lntake mass flow. Difficultles of measurement were encountered in

thlS configuration. The flow was not very steady, making it difficult to

recognlze the precise mass flow at which buzz set in, and causing the mano

mecers to move rather unpredictably. The results show that high dlstortlons

(
"!lmaxV - Vmin L 1 .3) •were present ,.

mean

charge coefficient of unity at the exit broke down in the supercritioal

region, and perhaps before, and that pressure recovery levels were low.

The difference between mass flow weighted pressure recovery and area

welghted pressure recovery is 0.04; this difference is due to the fact that

mass flow welghted pressure recovery gives less importance to areas of low

mqss flow (l.e. low pressure recovery). The larger the dlscrepancy between

the two values, the worse the dlstortion must be, and we note that

0.04 (= goes with
V - V •max mln

V
mean

= 1.3. Both these parameters show
•

that the flow at the compressor faoe lS far from uniform, and that the lntake

lS not performing satisfactorily.

Endwalls on, with bleed

Flg.6b shows an improvement of 0.07 in critical pressure recovery

attributable to about 4% bleed flow. The reductlon in dl stor-taon

V - V .
ffiax mln .V to 0.5 and the dlfference between

mean
of only 0.005 are

other Lnd.i.oata.one of the improvement. The very short stable suboritical range

is noteworthy. When the bleed flow is Just able to control the shook lnduced

separations, as here, the onset of buzz can be sudden and the amplitude large



at a very slightly lower mass f'Low than the stable oondi t i on, 'I'has type of

behaviour ~s oontrasted w~th that descr~bed in the prev~ous sect~on where som~

unstead~ness was present f'or most of' the so-called stable subcritioal range.

The photograph of' Fig.6o shows that the wedge shock is at 47° to the

local f'low direot~on whioh ~ndicates a local f'low Mach number of' 1.7.

Th~s gives a maXlmum theoretical f'low ~nto the intake (ignorlng sideways

spillage) of':-

cot e.G - cot 6

cot 6w - cot Ii = 0.943 •

where the suff'ix L indicates local conditions, and. ~ is the area of'

the entry stream tube at ML, or

(:~~max = ((jmax x (~*)L x (t*t = 1 .013

which agrees reasonably well with the measured value of 1.01. Also, the

maximum value of pressure recovery recorded by the rakes (Figs.9 and 11)

accords well wlth the level expected from a two shock recovery with a 10
0

wedge at M = 1.7. Additlonal eVldence f'or this value of' local Mach number is

af'forded by the angle of' the Mach wave arlsing f'rom a Jo~nt on the body seen

on Fig.6c in f'ront of' the intake.
PRDuot mean pressure recoverles p- f'or thls or the previous cont'iguratlon

Tare not available due to the presence of' leaks durlng the early runs.

•
Bottom endwalls off', no bleed

The curves of' pressure recovery and distortlon of' Fig.7a are of' the type

descrlbed in section 3.1.1, havlng h~gh distort~ons and some unsteadlness

over most of' the subcrltlcal range. However, the critical point is better

def'ined and the dlstortions are not quite so high as they were when both end

walls were on.

3.1.4 Bottom endwalls of'f', wlth bleed

The addltion of' 4% bleed f'low changes the behaviour of' the intake as it

dld in section 3.1.2. There is a sharply def'ined end to the stable Bub-

Aoo
crltical range at =0.95 whereas wlthout bleed the unsteadinessp::-

en

gradually a.ncr-eased , The stable range wath bleed and wi.t.h both endwalls
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Aoo
present ended at ~ =0.98 showing, as in the last sect10n that the

en

removal of a swept endwall lffiproves the intake's performance.

078

Endwalls off, no bleed

v - V •max mln
Vmean

falls below 1.0 and the stable sub critical range extends to

= 0.91. Area mean pressure recovery remains at 0.83 as with one endwall

removed, and the d1scharge coefficient rema1ns constant in the supercritical

range.

Endwalls off, with bleed

T'le steady improvement 1n d1stortion and subcrctical range as endwalls

are removed and bleed is added cont1nues (F1g.8b). D1stort1on reaches the

lowest value measured 1n this exper1ment (0.2) with ~ bleed flow at

Aoo
X-- = 0.96. The pressure recovery is greatest Just before buzz occurs where

en

it reaches 0.921, h1gher than in any of the other conf1gurations tested.

Compar1son of maximum mass flow w1th and without endwalls (Figs.6b

and 8b) 1nd1cates that some 2% 1S spilllng sldeways when the endwalls are

removed.

3.2 Detailed pressure distribut10n

Endwalls on

F1gS.9, 10 and 11 give the total pressure d1stribut1on in the duct measured

by the 23 rakes at the position shown In F1g.2.
Aoo

At both ~ =0.87 and 0.98 (F1gS.9 and 10) the d1stribut1on without
en

bleed on the compression surface is dominated by the large areas of separated

•

Aen
flow adJacent to that surface. The effect of bleed at

~ =1.005

lS to reduce these areas by a considerable amount, although this bleed con

flguratlon is obviously less than fully ef'f'eo t ive at what may be a slightly

Aoo
supercritlcal mass flow. In both these cases near ~ =1.0 the recovery

en

rises to the theoret1cal shock recovery value at some point on all rakes

except that next to the bottom.
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,

9

Two of the five tubes in the rake just mentioned are known to be subjeot

to leakage for this condition, and it is possible that some of the others

were as well, with the result that the interpolations, shown dotted on

Figs.9, 10 and 11 might be misleading.

Removal of endwalls

•

The effect of remcving endwalls is threefold:-

(a) the effect cf the boundary layer on the endwall is removed;

(b) the boundary layer on the compression surface is locally swept aside

round the top and/or bcttom of the intake;

(c) this sideways spillage is accompanied by re-acceleration of the

main flow into the intake so that the Mach number at which the normal shock

occurs increases.

If the bottom endwall is removed these effects occur asymmetrically.

Figs.13 and 14 show this quite clearly; pressures adjacent to the compression

surface increase from top to bottom, and the opposite effect occurs adjacent to

the cowl.

The far mcre symmetric patterns of Figs.16 and 17 illustrate the same

points when both endwalls are removed. The pressure recovery of about 0.9

which occurs fairly consistently allover the duct outside the separated flow

regions when both endwalls are removed or near the bottom of the duct when

that endwall is removed indicates that the flow expands from a Mach number of

1.35 behind the 10 0 wedge shock when the endwalls are present to M = 1.56

and as was noted earlier this occurs when -q, of the flow is spilled sideways.

Aeo
In Fig.17 at ~ = 0.914 the bleed flow is high and the normal shock is

en

on or near the leading edge of the bleed. In Fig.18 the bleed flow is halved,

consistent with the normal shock now being positioned on or possibly down

stream of the bleed trailing edge so that separated regions re-appear adjacent

to the compression surface. Fig.19 illustrates directly for those rakes

nearest to the endwalls the truth of statements (a), (b) and (c) made above.

In every case, whether boundary layer bleed is present or not, and independ

ently of the precise mass flow ratio the boundary layer on the compression

surface with endwalls on is thicker, and the pressure recovery near the cowl

is hlgher. The latter effect is of course due to the lower Mach number at

which the flow enters the intake compared with its value with endwalls

removed.
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Thus the effect of removing endwalls cn overall pressure recovery is very

small, the higher shock losses almost exactly balancing the reduced viscous

losses, but there are advantages as regards more uniform flow into the intake

which are repeated as better distributions at the engine face.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The performance of a fuselage side intake with a 10 0 wedge compression

surface has been measured at a local Mach number of 1.7. Pressure dlstribu

tions in the diffuser have indicated reasons for the change in performance

due to the removal of swept endwalls from the wedge compression surface.

It has been found that removal of the endwalls leads to an improvement in

uniformity of pressure d astr-Lbut.a on and a small increase in stable sub

critlcal flow.

078

•
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A""

P

PT

PA

PM

PR

P

Pc

Pv

6
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SYMBOLS

area of free stream tube entering bleed ducts

capture area of l.ntake

exit area of measuro.ng unit

area at compressor face

area at station v (1~ diameters upstream of exit)

throat area corresponding to Mach number at station indicated

by suffix

area of free stream tube entering intake (~c 1.8)

mean total pressure

tunnel total pressure

area weighted mean total pressure

mass flow weighted mean total pressure

area wel.ghted mean total pressure in intake duct

mean static pressure

mean static pressure at station half a diameter downstream of

compressor face rake

mean statl.C pressure at station v

angle of wedge compression surface to free stream

complement of shock and endwall sweepback angles

11

Other suffices

d

co

L

bleed duct measuring station

free stream conditions (~= 1.8)

local conditions (ML = 1.7)
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!lean pressure recoveI7, distortion and the extent of stable subcrltlcel
now bave been measured at zero Incidence on a tuselage side Intake baTing
a wedge canpresslon IIlIrrace. The Int.a1le was separated frtlll the tuselage
b1 a boundaI7 la1er dlverter. and bad a bleed on the _pression surface
3ust Inside the entI7 pl8ne. It illS tested with and without bleed baTing
top and bottan swept endwalls (1')" top enctwa11s (11. and both endlBlls ott;

Detailed measurements of dUct toW pressure were mad. at 1.8 tI.... the
capture height d_stream or the Inlet plane ror all conflllUratlons.

Hean pressure recoveI7. distortion and the extent of stable subarltlcal
now have been measured at zero Incidence on a tuselap side Intake haTing
a wedge cOIIIpresslOll surface. The Intake llIls separated rran the tuselaP
b:r a bounclaI7 la1er dlverter. and bad a blaed on the cOlllpresslon Slrtaoe
3ust Inside the entry plane. It 'II8S tested with and without bleed haTing
top and bottan ....pt endllalls CII, top endllalls CII, and both andIla11s ett;

Detailed measurements of duct total pressure were mad. at 1.8 time. the
capture height dO'llllstream of the Inlet plane ror all cCllflguratlcns.

RlmMal or the endwalls leads to an Increase In the unlformlt1 or pressure
distribution and to an Increas. In the ranp or stable subcrltlcal now.

RemMal or the endllllls leeds to an Increase In the unlfomlt1 or pressura
distribution and to an Increase In the range or stable subarltlcal now.
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